EXCEPTIONAL UNIQUE HOMES

Etopia Custom have
a wealth of experience
in designing, manufacturing
and erecting off-site
panel systems
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E

topia Custom supplies a full technical drawing
package and 3D imaging. From planning to
completion, we are with you every step. Whether
it is the 4wall hypersip system, timber frame, clay
blocks or any MMC system, Etopia Custom has a
building system to suit every need.
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Etopia Custom are loved by
home buyers, developers
and builders. Their systems
offer sustainability without
compromising on
quality or luxury.
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Joseph Daniels
CEO, Founder & President — Project Etopia Group

Our aim is to revolutionise the
way buildings are designed
and developed.
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F

uture generations will benefit from our
high quality environmentally friendly
build systems. Making their homes more
sustainable and economic to run.

4wall product overview
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4

wall is a ‘unique patented hybrid Off-site Building System’
that encapsulates ‘Modern Method of Construction’ (MMC)
principles to provide a ‘Composite Structural Panelling System’
that has been designed from first principles by industry leading
experts with decades of Off-site experience and a wealth of
industry-based knowledge.

This team of specialists is comprised of structural
engineers, chemists, specialist suppliers and offsite building specialists as it was understood from
the outset that a completely new building system
required experts from a variety of backgrounds.
Global warming is increasing the number and
severity of ‘Extreme Weather Events’ annually
around the globe resulting in building failures as
the building fabric was taken beyond the original
design brief. These failures are not confined to one
or more specific modes of failure, every element of
the building envelope needs to be re-considered
and re-designed to cope with more aggressive
weather events.
Buildings exist in all landscapes and whilst in the
past there has, at times, been little consideration
for the sustainability of buildings, both in the
longevity of the life cycle, the environmental
impact over time and also the aesthetic, we
are now in a position where these elements are
being brought to the forefront. In a world where
disposal and convenience play a huge role in
technological development, buildings are being
designed to achieve the opposite, and to perform
for extended periods of time (ours are tested for
over 75 years) without major modification to the
core building envelope, it is on this basis that 4wall
was conceived as there was no known Off-site
Buildings Systems that ticked all of the boxes.
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A view from inside the hollow
structure of the steel framework,
prior to being injected with insulation.
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Pre-designed
engineering
A

ll of our engineering is pre-designed to perfectly fit
the requirements of the building. Panels have been
designed to brickwork dimensions to achieve any size and
shape to fit your project.

Your life is unique, and your
requirements are different to
those of your neighbours, so
why should your home be
the same?

Locally produced
and built
W

ith a skilled and experienced team of architects and
builders, Etopia Custom Homes can guide you through
every step of your build. From bespoke design to cost effective
construction, our aim is to ensure your home meets your
every need, both now and in the future. Based primarily in the
Westcountry, Etopia Custom serve the whole of the UK and
Channel Islands.
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Benefits of
the 4wall system
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T

he 4wall building system does not need
any external treatment or finishes as it is
weather resistant during the build (rain, wind,
frost, UV) – but of course, most will add finishes
to blend in with the finish of the house.
The system has the option of a brickwork cavity
wall, insulated thin coat render, horizontal or
vertical cladding (in a choice of materials)
and a variety of specialist rain screen cladding
systems, the choice is yours.
4wall panels can be installed onto various types
of foundations such as strip footings, rafted or
piled dependent upon ground conditions.

Watch a time-lapse video
of the Etopia Custom build
system in action.

The 4wall system structurally supports all upper
flooring types including pre-cast concrete
floors, block and beam floors, open web joists
and can be used in conjunction with a truss,
joist or panellised roof.
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System performance

THERMAL BRIDGING

AIR TIGHTNESS

ACOUSTICS

EXTREME WEATHER

No thermal bridge within the panels,
thermally broken at joints
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Panel performance 31db

Class-leading air-tightness – without
the use of tapes or membranes.
Over 50 pascals - 0.07 L/S/M

Hygrothermal ETAG 16 and 17
(extreme weather) Pass

U-VALUE

FIREPROOF

U-value - 0.09 to 0.13 W/m2k

40KN (4 tonne) - 66mins

Class-leading thermal

Structural fire resistance

WIND LOADING

STRENGTH

Wind loading: 27.40 kpa (472mph)

825 KN (82 tonne)

Withstands hurricane and cyclone winds

Exceptional structural loading

Providing something more,
for something less

E

topia Custom are a licensed manufacturer
and distributor of the 4Wall system. 4Wall
was born out of a belief by a diverse collection of
construction and manufacturing professionals,
that to break the failing paradigm of off-site
construction you needed to consider no existing
material component or production process as
sacred. This revolutionary view of a ‘building
design led’ approach together with ‘blue sky’
mass production and design evolution is 4wall.

We work alongside Project Etopia and world
leading companies, whilst also developing
a number of key technologies in-house. This
provides the customer with something special
and something that they can be proud of.
No guilt. No fuss. Just all of the benefits.
www.projectetopia.com

4Wall commenced exhaustive testing and
commercial development on it’s panelling
system in 2013. After 5 years of extreme and
diverse global product testing and research into
repeatable mass production techniques for the
panelling system, 4Wall now has the technical
certainty and production experience to offer
the UK its first truly ‘off the shelf’ volume off-site
construction system.
With unrivalled all round class leading
performance to achieve a superior fire rating,
water resistance, insulation value, loading
strength and acoustic performance – all within
a precision-engineered solution that is efficient,
cost-effective, healthy and sustainable.
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Build process
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O

ff-site construction is an attractive prospect
for many reasons. The build time alone is a
huge benefit. Typically the construction time is at
least 30% quicker than masonry builds, especially
with fixed erection times and fewer project
delays due to adverse weather. Whilst the
ground-works are being completed the frame is
produced in our factory, ready to erect once the
base is finished.
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We’ve established strong
industry partnerships, which enable
us to deliver at any scale
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W

e work very closely with a number of partners who
make sure that what we deliver is at the forefront
of the building industry both in terms of performance and
sustainability credentials.
BRE - A world leading, multi-disciplinary, building
science centre with a mission to improve buildings and
infrastructure, through research and knowledge generation.
Climate Neutral Now - is an initiative launched by UN
Climate Change in 2015 to encourage everyone in society to
take action to help achieve a climate neutral World.
UKBCSD - UKBCSD is a membership organisation for leaders
across industry, committed to shaping and driving the UK
policy voice for sustainable buildings

Our delivery
partners

Etopia Engineering install all of the renewable
technology that contributes towards our homes
being highly energy efficient. With experience working
across residential and commercial they can fulfill any
requirements, with an in depth knowledge of the
Etopia construction process.
Their services include; design, sourcing and installation
and their products are an air source heat pump,
integrated solar and solar slate, mechanical heat and
ventillation recovery and a battery storage system.

Samsung have partnered with Etopia in a unique way
to supply smart appliances and the air source heat
pump technology that can integrate with other smart
home devices to monitor and manage energy usage.
As a core product of the Etopia renewable package
all Custom homes will be using this product through
etopia engineering.

eSmart is an all in one smart building solution –
simple, intelligent and built to enhance lifestyle
with environmental sustainability at the forefront.
Integrated with Samsung smart things, eSmart
connects with thousand devices already found in
the home to increase consumer lifestyle. These
partners include security systems, such as Yale,
sound systems, such as bose and smart lighting,
creating the best quality homes. Consumers can
control all aspects of their home through a single
product, including energy usage.

Etopia Homes is the private developer arm of Etopia
Group and are currently delivering across three sites
in the UK. Custom have supported Homes through the
set up of their initial site in Corby and will be looking to
create a programme that will allow Homes purchasers
the option of customising their interior layout.
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Flooring
E

topia Custom offers a complete range of flooring
options. This includes real wood and vinyl finishes
that fit the internal design of the property.

Interior walls
D

ue to the current size of the 4wall panel (185mm
thick) we use traditional timber frame stud work
for the internal walls. Services can then be installed,
and plasterboard fitted. The standard internal side
of the 4Wall system is smooth and clean.
We recommend a service batten be added and
then boarded over before being finished as required.
Electrical cables are run down the service void to ensure
the external walls are not compromised and the airtightness and insulation remain constant.

Roof system
E

topia Custom selects which roof system to use on our
developments based on the project location and climate.

Any conventional roof system can be applied to our panels
including Flat Roof or Pitched Roof System, however we are also
trialling and developing our own cutting edge 4wall roof system.
Any roof covering can be added, be it zinc, copper, slate, EPDM
or sedum, Custom has experience in all systems.

Ceiling system
O

ur joists of choice are the metal webbed ‘posi’ or ‘eco’.
This allows for the services and MVHR systems to be
installed easily. If more space is required a MF ceiling can be
fitted. The use of a MF system means the area between the
joists can be fully insulated.
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Solar panels
O

ur solar panel supplier has developed a thin
film solar technology and / or monocrystalline
technology that combines excellent energy generation
with aesthetic design. Our panels come in a range
of different styles, whether that’s Design Black Glass,
Coloured Glass or Shaped. We aim to provide enough
solar panels as standard to ensure maximum energy
generation and energy positivity. We can also supply
and fit solar from other producers.
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Exterior finish
D

ue to our SIP building system, we are able
to apply almost any finish to our material.
Everything from render, cladding, brick slip and
even graphene stone carbon capturing paint. We
can simply apply it to the exterior of the building to
meet any requirement

Benefits of MVHR

Mechanical Ventilation Heat Recovery
provided by Etopia Engineering
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D

ue to the passive nature of our system,
it is critical to ensure the correct
ventilation is used. That’s why we won’t sell
our system unless it meets a minimum of
12L per second, per person to ensure the
utmost comfort. Included in our specialist
mechanical ventilation heat recovery
system is an F9 HEPA filter with fresh air, but
removes pollutants on the way in.
In addition to this, out system has heat
recovery. It can recover up to 70% of the
heat that was extracted and reintroduce it
as fresh air. This also means through that
our thermostat we can introduce cooler air
into the environment, providing some basic
cooling if it gets too hot.
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If you’re thinking about building your
dream home just give us a call,
we’re always happy to talk
Lee Mcardle
Managing Director of E-Tribus Group
Lee covers both the manufacturing and
construction elements of the business. He has
worked in the industry for over 25 years as both
a tradesman and manager, gathering a wealth
of experience in purchasing and sales, along
with the practical construction knowledge to
aid in product development.
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Paul Long
Head of Operations

Head office

Unit 3, Butterleigh Sawmils

Butterleigh, Cullompton
Devon, EX15 1PP
01884 855000

Paul has worked in the industry since the
80’s and has extensive knowledge in timber,
joists and trusses. Having worked for many
timber frame and truss manufacturers, he
understands what is required in the factory
and on site. He has also spent time as a project
manager and a pricing manager.
Andy Coles
Business Development & Sales
Andy has been a Director of Tribus
Homes since 2011 and has been involved
in the building industry since 2008 with
roles including accountancy, purchasing,
sales and R&D.

Head office
Unit 3, Butterleigh Sawmils
Butterleigh, Cullompton
Devon, EX15 1PP
Tel. 01884 855000

Design office
The Dairy & The Stables
Woodmead Farm, Church Road
Doynton, BS30 5SX

Registered office
Project Etopia
Millbank Tower
London, SW1P 4QP
tribushomes.co.uk
A Project Etopia Group company

